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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Urban Design Vision 
My vision is when somebody would ask me where my home place 
I III" is, I could proudly say that Yuen Long is my home place. In other words, I 
_ I am passionate to revitalize the existing living environment of my home place 
| | I • by rediscovering and injecting certain unique characters of this place. I want 
[ _ I | i l | { » to re-establish a strong sense of place and identity for Yuen Long so that it 
^ , l U I ^ I i s really distinguishes itself among other new and old towns in the New 
^^^^ fe’ 
Traffic intersection of Yuen Long East : < ' jS ; ';: ':' = '::' ’ ‘ 
I ^ ^ 
g 4 : f Nullah along On Ning Road 
H. • … … . ^ m View from the pagoda of Yuen Long Town Park {^K _ g V 
r: i 
Pagoda of Yuen Long Town Park 
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^ — “ r ~ T / — 
C SHENZHEN “• f 0 O^  ) . 
'Cation map of Yuen Long in the context of Hong Kong 
2 Context of Yuen Long 
Yuen Long is situated in the northwest of the New Territories and 
irrently has a population of 350000. Due to its strategic location and its 
mndance of land and water, it was already an agricultural, fishing and 
)minercial centre of the northwest New Territories since the 14th :? / , , 
ntury. In 17th century, Yuen Long was renowned as a major market ‘ . ‘ , ^ ^ f | | % > = 
wn in the region. One of the old market establishments still exists today . 
id known as Yuen Long Old Market, although it is no longer used as a 
Geographically, Yuen Long is built on a flood plain and therefore it 
Lffered from serious flooding problems during the raining seasons. This """" "^  
id been solved by the nullah system which runs through the town centre 
3m the south to the north. And the nullah become a major feature of the 
wnscape of Yuen Long. 
The nullah system 
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The town centre of Yuen Long is built along the Castle Peak Road 
g ^ n c f i ^ ^ T Most of the buildings are 4-6 storeys high residential blocks and some of 
them have been redeveloped into residential towers. Most of the new 
residential development is located around southern fringe of the town 
centre. Also in order to accommodate the increasing population, Tin Shiu 
Wai which is located to the northwest of Yuen Long Town Centre, was 
^ ^ ^ developed as a new community with high-rise public and private housing. 
In the past, the residence of Yuen Long relied on the Castle Peak 
Road to travel to the urban area of Tsuen Wan and Kowloon through Tuen 
Southeast aerial view of Yuen Long Town Centre 
Mun. In the 80s, LRT system was introduced to served as a major public 
ImT > . transportation between Yuen Long and Tuen Mun. With the completion of 
- the new highways and infrastructure (e.g. Western KCR), the 
, , V ( y ? transportation links to the urban area will be strengthened, with a new 
"^  zz , X ^ emphasis on the connection to the border area of Sheung Shiu and Lok 
l ^ : ;lil T I ^ ‘ \ Ma Chau. These improvements will strengthen the role of Yuen Long as 
^^^^^^ ^ “^^ ^^ ^^  / ’ , ‘ the regional centre of northwest New Territories. 
- : f c , 
Infrastructure related to Yuen Long 
i 
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3 Project Subject Selection 
The themes of the project subjects below are related to the urban 
-sign vision and their general goals are very similar: rediscover and 
ihance the uniqueness of Yuen Long. The three options are: 
• Rethinking and Enhancing the LRTSystem 
The LRT wan introduced to the northwest districts of the New | % 
siritories as a way to lessen the dependence on the automobile and "‘ 11 f f ^ r ; 
rovide a better alternative mode of mass transportation. However, little & i :: ‘ ^ 
Tiphasis was given to the integration of the railway system with the land ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ ^ ^ MM^ 
se pattern in close proximity and the establishment of public realm in t h e ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ f ^ ^ ^ J ^ M ^ S H I W 
:"ban area. By rethinking the existing LRT system this thesis attempts to 
(plore its potential of acting as the generators of urban forms and 
the barrier nature of the railway system in an urban area ^ [RT station at Castle Peak Road 
disjunction of the system to the surrounding land use pattern 
LRT as a stimulus for development and framework for city growth 
a lack of public pedestrian-oriented spaces 
spatial and physical conflict between the LRT and the other circulation 
^sterns in the district 
Revitalization of the Town Hall Complex in Yuen Long 
The existing Yuen Long Town Hall was built in the early 60s. It 
iapted the government's standard design of a town hall, which was 
pically a concrete box structure packing with all the functional spaces, 
ue to the strict application of the standard design and the inadequate 
)ntextual consideration to the surrounding civic facilities, the existing 
wn hall lost the opportunity to act as an physical and social 
presentation of Yuen Long's uniqueness. The existing facilities also fall _ ^ 
lort of the emerging needs and expectation of the community. f : • 
ey Issues: i P j i B i 
:he role and image of the town hall in the 21st century social and h' J 
:he emerging needs of the community 
7 ofthestandard design 
>ense of place and unique identity of the community i i :^: . | 
The existing Yuen Long Town Hall 
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C. New Territories Historic Relics Museum - Revitalizing the Yuen Lon'^ 
Old Market 
H V Yuen Long Old Market is one of the traditional marketplace in the 
New Territories and it has a significance as a major market serving the 
p H x ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ W villages in the northwest New Territories. Currently due to the 
deteriorating conditions and its remote location from the town centre, the 
( ^ ^ ^ m m i H l l ^ l l ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ village house were either abandoned or replaced by new development, 
i The results of the unsympathetic redevelopment in individual lots are not 
satisfactory due to the lack of c deration to the traditional 
_ B architectural environment and the surrounding context. This thesis aims at 
revitalizing and rehabilitating the deteriorating traditional village by 
_ m adaptive reuse of the non-flinctional areas of the village. It is hoped that 
^ ^ ^ B B ' ; J I ^ ^ ^ ^ B the injection of new intervention and activities will arise the public 
P ‘ f B awareness of their architectural and historical heritage while improving 
H - \ , their living and neighborhood environments. 
m ^ ( P ^ S j j j Key Issues: 
‘ ^ w B - deterioration of the existing village environment 
i ” i - unsympathetic redevelopment in individual lots 
I / ——a lack of public concern for the preservation of the architectural and 
M , social heritage 
A historical building (pa.n shop) in Yuen Long Old Market _ a balance between tradition and modernity, new and old 
Consequently, option B (Revitalization the Town Hall Complex in Yuen 
Long) was selected for subject of the project. The next step is to select an 
appropriate site location for the new complex. 
1.4 Urban Design Audit and Site Selection 
: : • • 5 : — , ‘ ^ ^ & ^ The existing cultural and recreational 
^ f a c M e s of Yuen Long are clustered at the 
7 - w e s t e r n end of the town centre. They consist of 
( ' ' ‘ f ‘‘ ^ — ^ G i X o ^ r ^ S d f Yuen Long Town Hall, Yuen Long Stadium, 
. — p u b l i c swimming pools complex, Lut Sau Hall, 
: ‘ ‘ 1 u ^ ^ 5 ” 5 an indoor sports stadium, and Yuen Long Town 
i ^ ; — • Park 
/ It 4 ^ "V I % I : … The initial project statement is to implement a 
,: h ; y • m i S ^ M d p O ^ n ‘ new Civic Centre of Yuen Long which comprises 
‘ I , , , … C^ril^r of a music theatre, a cultural activities hall, a 
-y^^rotTrot".. .. J , , public gallery and some studio spaces and 
/ / . L C ‘ ^ " " ^ S w r m m l f t ^ / ‘ , 
/ ' /' n H ^ J ‘ ' ^ r P o o l B \ \ ‘ ‘ classrooms for public uses. The prime objective is 
‘ ‘ L 7 ^ ‘ J " to accommodate the emerging needs of the local 
^ > — T• ^‘‘ Pkrk ^ residents and to mark the substantial expansion of 
“ ’ , the town area by the new town hall complex. It is 
, : r ^ :/:, ) a l s o expected that the new facilities will improve 
J ' ’ . ? ‘ the environmental quality and create a sense of 
Locations of existing recreational facilities 
place for the community of Yuen Long. 
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At the very beginning of the project, it is assume that the site for 
le Civic Centre is not necessarily located at the existing cultural and ^ f l j | | | g 
creational precinct of Yuen Long. Therefore, an urban design audit (see " ^ J ^ , 
PPendix) was carried out to identify the problems and the potential site W m ^ n ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ C , | ’ l i i ^ ^ l -
•cations within the district. Three site location options was proposed and 
,aluated against five predefined cntena. These criteria are vitality, ^ ^ ^ f 1 ^ ^ ^ 
daptability, accessibility, fitness, and symbolic significance. H ™ ^ ^ , | 
As a result, the area around the eastern edge of the existing town Th le Peak Road ^ d m m ^ 
mtre and the LRT Terminus was chosen. The arguments are summarized 
> follows: 
itality + opportunity to stir up activities in adjacent areas and 
improve the environmental quality around the nullah 
-poor existing environmental quality, e.g. traffic noise, 
dusty air, and bad smell from nullah. 
daptability + proximity to future development to the east and south 
+ potential connection to the new railway extension 
ccessibility + close proximity to existing traffic nodes (LRT and bus 
terminus) 
+ potential connection to Kam Tin and Tsuen Wan 
urban area by the new highway and railway system 
-limited pedestrian access from the town centre and too 
dependent on the LRT system 
itness - detach from the existing cultural and recreational 
facilities, as well as the commercial centres of Yuen 
Long 
ymbolic 
ignificance + potential establishment of a gateway building to the town 
centre 
+ strong association to the historic locations of a number of 
old market places 
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Site selection options 
^^rial photo of the selected site area in Yuen Long East 
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HAFTER 2 PROJECT ANALYSIS 
1 Subject Analysis • 
1.1 Point of Departure , , . 
The existing Yuen Long Town Hall was built in the early 60s and it , ‘ 
lapted the colonial government's standard design of a town hall. Without “ \ S ^ S 
orough consideration of the surrounding context and the unique f S • ^ ^ 
laracters of individual region, this standard building type was used in ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
her old towns in the New Territories such as Sheung Shui and Tai Po. \ ' M u S w^mmmmm ] 
ven today, an "upgraded" standard design of town hall complex was H Q T O - , | | ^ I ^ ^ ^ J ^ S b I 
iopted repeatedly in the new towns such as Shatin, Tsuen Wan and Tuen 
[un. This wasted the opportunity of the town hall to act as a physical ^ ^ ^^“ '' 
id social representation of the community it serves. fa^^te-S.r '' 
The Yuen Long Town Hall 
1.2 Brief Formation and Client Profile 
The program of this project will form part of the current policy of " ’ ‘ ‘ 
iltural provisions of the Regional Council whose objective is to , -
•ovide one civic centre for each of its nine administrative districts. The 
itial program of the civic centre calls for a multi-purpose theatre with ^ ^ ^ m F ^ ^ 
capacity of 900 people and with emphasis on musical performance, a P H p C . J k H ^ 
•Itural activity hall for activities ranging from theatrical performance, , , ^^^"^^ 
[m screening, to seminar and lecture, an exhibition hall, several dance 
id music studio for rehearsal and practice, lecture room and ^ ^ ^ ^ B j f 
assrooms for public uses, and the supporting spaces. Outdoor • " • ( • r t ,. S ^ ^ Q B U Q H 
• /\uaiwrium of Shatin Town Hall 
creational spaces are also included as an avenue for outdoor activities 
id recreational uses. . . •^  , -
The proposal to build a civic centre in Yuen Long District is 
sponsive to the anticipated rapid and massive infrastructure and … — 
velopment projects in Yuen Long. The prime objective is to 
-commodate the emerging needs of the local residents and to mark 
le substantial expansion of the town area. A Consultancy Committee ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
raprising the representatives from the Rural Committees, the Yuen ‘ - i f^^ 
)ng District Board, and the Town Hall Management Committee will be 
rmed to provide opinions on the functions and the provisions of 
fferent facilities of the proposed civic centre. Funding will be raised ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ' S i l ^ B 
irtly from the local sources and partly from government subsidies and . 
>nation from charity organization (e.g. Hong Kong Jockey Club). The 
sultant building should reflect both the progress of the community j l 
id the unique rural characters and heritage of Yuen Long. ” 
Fish pond in Tin Shiu Wai, Yuen Long 
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2.1.3 Architectural Precedents 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i„TV>w„HaU 
I g ^ ^ ^ ^ S a ^ ^ j Location: New Town Plaza, Shatin, New Territories, Hong Kong 
• H p P & ^ ^ H H H ^ i g m l l l j l l l Designer: Architectural Services Department, Hong Kong 
^ ^ B H ^ I ^ ^ J H H R I I ^ H H Capacity: 1400 
General D e s c n p - : 
I 1 ’ The Shatm Town Hall was one of the cultural facilities 
The Cultural Activities Hall implemented by the Regional Council during the 80s. It was based on the 
standard design by ASD and similar models were implemented in Tsuen 
^ ‘ f ^ Wan and Tuen Mun District. It comprises three major facilities _ 1400-
' " - • - q r f j ' S - seat auditorium, 300-seat cultural activities hall, 378 sq. meter exhibition 
1 1 . . … . t ^ J ^ ^ . gallery and other ancillary facilities, 
r - — C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s : 
E^ ‘ “ I i i “ the Town Hall was integrated into the master plan of the adjacent 
J ^ i p i ^ ^ ^ * _ commercial and residential development as the terminal point of the 
. I . y ' ‘ ‘ ‘ j axial arrangement of the town centre 
^ i - the Town Hall and other government facilities (public library, 
. ‘ ^ — * restaurant and law court) are built on a raised platform and with a 
public plaza surrounded by the different buildings 
- ^ — f … - the various facilities of the Town Hall were integrated into a 
KS' • compact concrete box-like structure, which basically ensemble the 
_ < 
‘ ' : j q ^ I g ^ form of the auditorium and the performing spaces 
r “ Appraisal: 
J i ^ i ' l l l — - v a r i o u s public facilities are linked up with an internal staircase in a 
“ ^ P f ^ H t t ^ S i ! r r , ~ clear and compact manner 
W I i ‘ i r J 
• …… - the performance spaces (stage, side stages and backstage) are 
t!J • . W j adequate and flexible enough to accommodate various kinds of 
I r ^ performance 
j “, ^ ^ p Pi.^  the massing and the facade treatment of the Town Hall is too boring 
. . and does not benefit the usage of the public plaza beside it 
L,: ..|...................”........, I - the organization of the Town Hall is too compact that it does not 
^ \ ‘ - d ^ i t i — e n c o u r a g e interaction between interior and the exterior public plaza 
T ^ ^ ^ ‘ I H ’ 
iMw mrn^mi^mmtmm^immmmmmmmmmm i j 
~ ‘ 
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Dance Theatre, Hague, Netherlands 
jcation: Hague, Netherlands 
csigner: Rem Koolhaas 
apacity: 1000 
eneral Description: 
Located not far from the Hague city centre, the Dance Theatre was 
t into a chaotic urban landscape which was crossed by an elevated 
otorway and surrounded by governmental and housing blocks. The ^ | 
heatre was one of the buildings of a development plan which included a | 
)td and a concert hall. All these buildings are laid out around an 
planade. The major components of the Dance Theatre consists of a 
nphitheater and stage, public foyer, studio, dressing rooms and other 
me program are gathered together in a compact plan and divided into “'"^  '^^ vv of the Dance Theatre 
three functional layers (the amphitheater, the dressing rooms and 
offices and the dance studios) served by a lateral lobby which is 
slotted into the space running along the party wall of the concert hall 
and extends progressively as far as the back of the building ‘ C 
p p — ‘ 
autonomous forms appear frequently at different parts of the building 
when appropriate to break away from the strict rationality of the 
composition 
although the compact organization, the building can appear 
monolithic or composite from different angles ^ ^ ^ 
although the program spaces are organized by the orthogonal grid, 
the composition of the internal spaces and elements are built up by a 
whole interplay of balance, curves, tangency slope and asymmetric 
features 
f . i S i i 
r • 
” . ‘ ‘ 
, — 1 ‘ X / L . 
' ―Lobby, \ * . T • ” 
• -;< I Amphitheatre/stage . 
l i / . ‘ • • ^ — ‘ ^ 
•—“……• t ' Y j ‘ … 
• .— :/ ^^  » ’ 
‘ . … f^^im^^^Ji' , " ^ - -- p I Z I l Z Z 
- . r - , »» I - - -Xi- -A — r . __ ^ 
‘ Dane® I Y U ~ ^ 
• Studio j - , 
f • tit ‘ • - ‘ M.• •. . . ^ 
Section 
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C. Cite de la Musique (West Wing) 
Location: Avenue Jean Jaures, Paris, France 
Designer: Christian de Portzamparc 
_ General Description: 
The Cite de la Musique comprises of two parts: the West and the 
/ ^ ^ / f East Wing. The West Wing is basically an university of music, containing 
various facilities such as studios, auditorium of different sizes, lecture 
rooms practice rooms, administrative offices, etc., and the East Wing 
f ^ ^ J i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ consists of a concert hall, a museum, an amphitheater and cafe. The two 
wings are organized around a public square and a fountain. 
‘ - - Characteristic & Apprasial: 
- although its institutional nature, the West Wing is both open and 
prr^^T ^ isolated from its surrounding context, with a strong element of 
> — plurality. Emphasis was put on the contrast between a quiet regular 
‘ 1 . outside and a asymmetrical moving experience of discovery on the 
J t I fi? H j s ^ U i - a d e q u a t e natural light is brought into the interior spaces by light 
tf ’ f^? J , ‘ T n ^ ^ T " ! wells, courtyard, and open gaps in the section 
-rr ‘ . r q—~j ^ 
- ’ — ’ — cL^ j 'Z ‘ the family of different building forms response to the concept of a 
i ' S T T H ^ j l i ^ / family of music having its own home inside. This creates a sense of 
L,> ‘ - i l ^ - r f t M — — 1 ' discovery and surprise for the occupants 
‘ — l l T ~ ^ T g ? ^ r h \ I T : L E t [ 
I ^ ^ W M m S I I I _ i i i i i i i i i l S ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ l l i i l i i l i l i l l l l i l ^ H ^ ^ 
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1.4 Schedule ol Accoinniodalion ami Activities 
[he Ibllowiiig schcdiilc of accommodation is adapted IVom tJic 
og am or the Sliatin Town Hall with some modifications according to 
e specific need of tlic Yuen Long coiiiinunily. 
1 Mnl l i -purposc Tlicater F 
‘ Scahng Area An enclosed pmar - r r ! ^ ! ] " ^!!] ^ ^ !^ ! ^ - . R a k e d s e a l s ~ 
with ample leg room and good sightliiic to caicr for inaxinuiin audicncc 
comfor t . 
) ) S l a g e The stage is set m adjus table prosccniu.n scUi.ig. Coi .nlcrwcighi s y s l c n 
suspension of sets and sceneries, and hydraulically conlrollcd s y s t c n 
X -OH) for suspension of stage curtains are used. A partially rcccsscd orchestral 
Side — pit vvilh l looring is required to accommoda te a 60-nic .nbcr orchcslra. 
V u sta^L 900 sq, m T w o side staj^es and a rear staee ~ 
u) Service Areas ' -n • ~ • ~ i ~ , —^ — 
. 1 . 1 nis includes storage space for musical instrmnonts (40 sa ni) cosimn,-^  
= .n. (30 .no, sccncnes (150 . ’ send and ,gM n ! : ^ 
- S o t L = = q. 'n uip t (100 sq. rn) and general goods (100 sq. This also .nc i^dcs 
- f — ro . - p 100 : = = = = rest — and space . 
- S t o r a g e lor general goods 100s( j . ni ‘ 
- W o r k s h o p for jitage carpentry 4 0 sq. ni 
- W o r k s h o p for sound ami l ighting equip. 50 sq. in 
- R o o m for visiting companies 4 0 sq. ni 
Subtotal: 6(H) sq. m 
c) Control Area 85 sq. m Sound / control ( i i sq. m), broadcast ing (25 sq. m), l ighting co„irul 
p f — — — rooms (25 sq. m) and fol low-spot booths (5 sq m X ) ) 
- D —ea: 25 sq. m Dressing roo.ns (250 sq. rn) and changing rooms (200 sq. in) 
- C h a n g i n g room 200 sq. m 
Siil)tolal; 450 sc|. ni 
g) Main Waii .ng Foyer 1000 sq. m This spacious wai t ing and circulation area should also 
ai idi tonuin, exhibi t ion spaces and various ancillary facilit ies. T h i s s h o u l d 
i i n d u t k the t ickcting off ice , the cloak room (60 sq. ni), reception, and 
— asse inb lv a r e a . 
Total: 4200 sq. ni Z I I I I I I Z I I I I I I " — ~ ~ 
2 Anci l lary and Educat ion Facil it ies “ 
a) Music S.uclio X 2 (400 sq. n @) h should be acoustically treated and vveU-cqu,ppcd for conduct ing large 
classes and rehearsal . 
b) Dance Studio ^OO sq. m It should be fitted with mirrors and practice bars and vvcll-eqmppcd lor 
— — a)nduLli large classes and rehearsal. 
—— " s n ~ ~ F T " n m h e d with project ion f ac l i . i e s for slide shows a n J ^ ! ^ ~ ~ 
v-lassroojns X 4 (50 sc|. m @ ) 200 sq. in — — 
—— ' , • = : 1()() . m _ _ _ Acoustically treated for ho ldmg nux-ting, lectures and sei ] ^ 
D Workshops X 2 (50 sq. n. @) ^ ^ ^ ^ WcH-fumishcd with s u i t a ^ p o w e r and water supply, drainage and 
— —... working benches. 
T o t a l : 1650 sq . ni Z I I I I ^ ~ ~ 
3 Cultural Activities Hall : 
— a ) = 3 0 0 seats and a — It caters lor dra.na, fil.n shows and other s.naill^^rf^^^ ^  
^ - Facilities iiicliidc a demountab le stage, retractable aiidicncc risers, 
professional sound and lighting system, fi lm and slide project ion ’ 
eqiiipincnt, piano and acoust ic shell. 
b) Control Room 20 sq ni ‘ ~ ~ — 
- £ l S t o r e Room —50 s q . m — 
__.... d) Preparation Area 50 . m ~ ‘ — 
I< t_al: 520 sq . ni “ 
4 Exhibit ion Gallery — 
a) Display Area 800 sq, in A flexible and co lumn-f ree display area wiih ample wall space for arts and 
f ^ crafts as well as other tlicinc exhibit ions and installation. 
— c ) Gift Shop . Storage (or equipment , exhibit ion panels , and temporary exhibits 
d) Administrat ive Off ice “ 100 s q . n i — — 
——- T o t a l : 1200 sq . m “ 
5 Restaurant ~ -
a) Dining area — 200 sc|. m — — 
b) Kitchen lOOsq. m Z I I Z I I I I I I I I I I I I 
L” ‘Storage 50 sq. ,n — 
— Kcliise storage 20 sc|. m 
T o t a l : 370 s([. 111 ~ 
‘ifi" Kvport 14 
6 M a n a g e m e n t OlTice 
a) General olTice 4 0 0 sq. in I H I I ~ ~ 
House olTia: 300 sq. m ‘ 
Total: 700 s([-iii 
7 Misce l laneous ~ — 
Limited to slalT access and pcr for inc is ' cars. 
a) Parking Space for staff and guest 
(approximately 30). 
b) Loading and Unloading Bay Should be acccssihic to Ihc stage nrea, the rcslaiirant, exhibit ion gallery 
and major storage area. 
c) Sanitary facilities Evenly distributed throughout llic ccnirc oncl the provision should 
conform to the staliilory requircinenIs 
Grand Total: 8640 sq. m “ ~ 
pfus 30% circulation and servicing area 
Total G.F.A. of the bu i ld ing = 1 2 5 5 0 X 1 3 0 % = 11232 s(i. n> ( rox.) 
2.1.5 Organization Strategy and Functional Relationships 
‘ According to the above schedule of accommodation, the whole 
Civic Centre can be divided into six major components: 
- Auditorium and performance spacc 
- Public foyer and ancillary facilities 
- Cultural Activity Hall 
- Dance and Music Studios 
- Classrooms and Lccturc Rooms 
- Supporting facilities such as offices, changing rooms, workshops, 
store, ctc. 
Within the above general organization of the Civic Centre, it is the 
auditorium, the performance spaces and the supporting facilities which 
constitute a large amount of spaces with a complex functional relationship 
between these spaces. The following diagram summarizes a typical 
overall relationships between these functions: 







^^ f^Piih/ic Foyer 
( Music Studios \ Ancillary ^nd \ 
I " •"">.• J I Ler/urr rooms / 
1 .—— ^ z z Z , 
"“-“- ^^^^^^^^^^utdoor h ccrentinnal Space 
,'^itral 
Activities 
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»e major considerations arc: 
:tcnial Acccss jtudio ! 
pedestrian and vehicular access Rehearsal I Dance 
, p •• 1 Boom 
public access to entrance foyer, box office, restaurant and other I j f m 
public facilities p Dressing 
staff access to management offices, technical workshops, and r ^ • f : 
performer spaces c H ^ _ _ — 
atixa^-^ ^ J t 
goods and sceneries delivery to the backstage and workshops L “ , $ * 
tern a I Circulation • _ _ ^ J ^ ;—-.…. — 
public routes and linkages between major public facilities | _ 1 
private circulation exclusively for staff and performers y Auditorium 
goods and sceneries delivery route, mostly between the workshop and 
the performance spaces such as stage area f ^ S ^ T \ 
eans of Escape tsnO ^oy^r 
separate escape routes from various private and public facilities are 
required, especially the auditorium and the technical supporting servbe^Area 
spaces such as backstage, flytower and workshops 
^ Bubble Diagram of the Civic Centre 
•oustic Strategy 
isolation of noise sources within the buildings from the noise-
sensitive auditorium and performance area 
exclusion of external noise sources such as highway, railway or ^ M P ^ I S J P ' ' ^ ^ ^ M y ^ M B B l l H E i m M I 
airplanes) by means of acoustic buffer or special construction method 
sound locks at points of entry into acoustically sensitive area, such as 
public access mto the aud.tonum from the foyer ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
A tentative site location was identified at the eastern edge of the 
isting town centre of Yuen Long, with the busy Castle Peak Road . 
tting the site into northern and southern parts. Most area of the site is | 
ipty with occasional presence of low-rise buildings and open storage 
2a. The only prominent feature is the composite development of the LRT 
rminus and a podium-type residential tower development (Sun Yuen | J | 
•ng Centre) which is located on the northern side of Castle Peak Road. ^ ii | 
ftirther north, the site is bounded by a series of village settlement with -- J l 
3 storey high apartments. To the further south of the site is a residential ‘ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ M p f c i ^ l 
3a with typical 20-storey high residential towers. * 
According to the Outline Zoning Plan of the area, the area 
mediately around the Castle Peak Road is zoned as Comprehensive ^ J -^^^^^ 
'velopmentArea. - ^ ^ i i ^ ^ H ^ t a 
The nullah at the site area 
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^ > ^ • ^ C f ^ … V 
vV" \ v / : - " j ^ ^" ‘ , ‘\ 
M i 1 1 - ’ ‘ ‘ t , M 
1 1 I I 5 . : , : : [ : “ — 
: 11 2 ^ Ground conditions ', 
’ P f H ^ he site is generally a low-lying flat land in triangular shape. It is 
^ ^ W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I I ^ ^ R m B bounded to the east by the highway of Au Tau interchange, and to the 
^ B ^ M ^ ^ B north by the village settlement and the mountain. A nullah, which runs 
fe from southeast to northwest, forms the third boundary of the site and 
^ ^ ‘ I : intersects with the roadway and the LRT at the western part of the site. 
“ T h e Castle Peak Road runs across the site in the east-west direction and 
dissecting the site into two halves. 
LRT and the Sun Yuen Long Centre 
2.2.3 Pedestrian Access 
S I 1J ^ m Due to the presence of the highway and the absence of 
a ! \\ [ | m ^ K development the pedestrian access to the site is very limited. The current 
f T ' ' I j H H major access is from the west, in which pedestrian bridges are built across 
W K I K the roadway intersection. Other minor entries into the site are possible 
from the southwest residential area across the nullah and from the village 
s e t — 
2.2.4 Vehicular Access 
TTze bus terminus beside the Sun Yuen Lor^ Centre Apart from the Castle Peak Road, there are three roadways could 
be extended to serve the new development. The first one is the 
ambulatory roadway around the podium of the LRT terminus. It is 
^ ^ f • - •' ' • ‘ - ^ ^ M unidirectional and it is used by the outgoing traffic from Yuen Long town 
^^^^^ : ! “ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ centre. It also connects to the bus terminal beside the LRT terminus. The 
second one is the small road which connects the village settlement (Ying 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Lung Wai and Tai Wai Tsuen) to the Castle Peak Road. The first and the 
second one could be extended and connected with each other to serve the 
^ ^ ^ r northern part of the site area. The third one is the Fung Kwan Street (see 
‘ C ^ ^ < map) which serves the southern residential area and capable of extension 
- • i _ c t i o n across the nullah to the new development area. 
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2.5 Infrastructure 
In terms of public transportation, the site is served by the LRT 
'stem which connects various areas of Yuen Long Districts as well as 
Lien Miin District. In the future, when the Western KCR is going to be 
iplemented in the district, the new railway will passing by the northern 
irt of the site and going west to the Tin Shiu Wai and Tuen Mun District, 
nd it is proposed that the W.KCR Yuen Long Station will be located 
ght next to the existing LRT terminus. Therefore, the area immediately 
round the LRT and KCR interchange will become a new focus of 
uen Long District. 
2.6 Views and Symbolic Meaning “ „ 
The Castle Peak Road, which runs through the site in the middle, t f , , , 
a prominent axis of Yuen Long town centre. One could sense this axis ^ , j} ^ j J 
hen looking west on the pedestrian bridge across the Castle Peak Road. ' • _ " 7 ] : : ‘ UL, ^"^Jj 
s the site is close to the busy highway, it could be assumed that a lot of H ^ R ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
.sual connections to the site will be from the vehicle. Also, the site has a , ^ h 
Dtential to act as an eastern gateway to the town centre. This could be , , | 
xentuated by the interchange of the LRT and KCR. ‘ ‘ )% 
Due to its proximity to the village settlement to the north of the 
te the issues offeng-shui will be critical and care should be taken in ‘ 
:der not to affect the sensitive area dramatically. 
2.7 Environmental Conditions 
Noise will be one of the critical issue of the site due to its 
•oximity to the roadway and the railway systems. The current noise level 
•ound the site is already very high and it is anticipated to be aggravated 
/ the implementation of the new railway of W.KCR. 
3 Problem Definition 
After a thorough analysis of the subject and the site, the problem 
'the project could be summarized as the following points: 
the integration of the new Civic Centre of Yuen Long to the 
anticipated growth of infrastructure and related development 
to create a new focus at the eastern part of Yuen Long town centre 
to propose a master layout plan and a land use pattern for the new 
focus of the town 
to connect the isolated pieces of the existing urban condition by the 
new development 
to enhance the unique characters of the town and provoke a sense of 
community 
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CHAPTER 3 DESIGN PROCESS 
3.1 Planning Strategy 
3.1.1 Twin-Node Concept 
With a view to the anticipated dramatic growth to the south and 
— F the east of the Yuen Long District, and the fact that the existing 
' ' • / recreational and cultural facilities on the west are well-established and 
— • • _ ^ ^ ^ ^ “ V recognized by local residents, I proposed to located the new civic centre tvt?v 11 I— 
" - o f Yuen Long at the eastern edge to create a twin focus: the old one on 
I L r “ - i the west and the new one on the east. This dual-node relationship is 
\ i ™ … / i intended to reinforce the role of the existing LRT system as the local 
\ \ Z ^ I spine of the district which links up various important places and nodes 
- ( w i t h i n the town centre. The proposed site area also complement to the 
Twin-node diagram 
existing LRT terminus on the opposite side of Castle Peak Road to form a 
symbolic gateway into the town centre. 
3.1.2 LRT - KCR Linkage 
At the site level, a strategy of treating the new development as a 
linkage between the LRT and KCR system was emphasized. Based on the 
assumption that an enormous amount of local residence will use the new 
railway system to commute to the urban area, the new development and 
the new Civic Centre will then be vitalized and enhanced by the huge 
amount of pedestrian flow. 
Along with this strategy, the proposed routing of the new W.KCR 
and the new station were reconsidered in the design of the master plan. 
The major problem of the existing proposal is that the new railway is too 
close to the village settlements and it will inevitably pose considerable 
environmental impact and development constraints to the village. 
Therefore, an idea of relocating the railway and its station was considered 
:f i WT^si^^^^mr 
, ―— - ‘ / 
& … ‘ 
; A ^ 
New railway routing options 
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the master plan. The general arrangement of the new railway route is 
lat it will turn southward before the village, crossing above the Castle 
-ak Road and then wrap around the southern side of the town centre by 
Hng parallel with the Yuen Long Southern Bypass. It will then go up to 
leet the Castle Peak Road again and connect to Tin Shiu Wai and Tuen 
un. The W.KCR Yuen Long Station will then be located at the eastern 
irt of the site. 
.2 Site Planning Options , ” , ~ . 
2.1 "Bridge" Scheme “ “ / ‘ “ “…‘ ‘ 
The first few schemes of the master plan : f ‘ J v V … , 
)uld be categorized as the "Bridge" scheme. f J / 
hey are based on the assumption that the Civic J : : … " \ 
entre and the new KCR station will be located V . 
1 the southern side of Castle Peak Road. The ^ ;'fr?' f'/ygr, ; / ;: : 
)nnection between the KCR and LRT will be in • r ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i P i r s '' — ' : "iV 
L-shape configuration, with the Civic Centre … — ^ , — i p — i - j — 
id other development in between. This also ““. ‘ ” 
iplies that a pedestrian bridge or deck across ." 1 1 ^ f ^ ^ f^ . … I “ ~ 7 
•e Castle Peak Road is required to connect the ‘ ^ r p ? t l D j i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
3th sides. / \\ 9 ^ ^ ^ L ^ r / 
Based on these criteria, the objective of : . ~ „„„„: . ^ T ^ j "^'i' ;; 
e first scheme is to create a series of public * ^ ^ L ^ ' f f 
aim which define a variety of experience > - f “ : j l 
:tween the proposed Western Railway station , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ l f™ 
id the existing LRT terminus for the users of 1 1 U r^m j 
e both systems. This public realm will be ^ J____ ‘ I j 
-fined at one end by a large shopping arcade " ^. ^ “ ' I Z Z T f J — 
ith a central atrium, and the new Civic Centre ; „ ^ ’ ‘ J k ^ 6 -i | / f ^ 
Yuen Long with an outdoor plaza at the other : J . . ^ ^ ^ j 
id. High level of activity is anticipated within ^ ' | . t \ X J ^ } i 
is public realm due to the adequate critical — i” , ’ " \ I / j 
ass incurred by the mass transportation nodes -..tzzzL^_____^^^pV : " . , , \ J / / 
tuated at the both ends. The intention is to : — v — . - — - … , - / . . 
Sue plan during the end of the first semester 
inch people's daily traveling experience 
itween the local (LRT) and the regional 
Vestem Railway) commuting systems. 
A two-level deck is laid on the area 
,itween the two transportation systems and 
‘ost of the building mass of the civic centre is 
It on top of this deck. This helps to provide 
‘lequate level change to bridge across the 
astle Peak Road, and it also accommodates all 
{'the parking, servicing and loading / 
''iloading spaces for the Civic Centre. 
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The massing of the proposed civic ccntrc is fragmented to 
express individual identity and functional requirements. These fragmented 
forms are organized around an outdoor plaza, which is intended to be the 
hub of the civic centre - a meeting and gathering place for different users 
of the civic centre as well as the passing-by non-users. 
View is also one of the important considerations in the overall 
planning. Axial view as well as dynamic views and layering are 
established to heighten and enrich the visual experience of the pedestrian 
as well as passengers riding on different modes of transportation 
approaching or departing the site. Special building is also placed on the 
deck to create a visual focus for the surrounding traffic and people on the 
ground level. 
This scheme has received criticisms that the definition of the 
public spaces around the Civic Centre and the deck are not very good and 
the distance between the two transportation nodes is too distant. The 
physical connection across the Castle Peak Road is also too weak and 
arbitrary. Later on, it also cleared to me that the scope of the program is 
too large to tackle and it needs to be reduced. 
Then a few schemes come up after the first one, which are also 
based on the similar configuration, with minor adjustment on the KCR 
location and different massing of the Civic Centre. However, the results 
are not satisfactory at all. 
plan at the beginning of the second semester 
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^ <' , . '-—. 
^ l . i .... 
I ^ I I 
I I I L ^ g ^ L 
etch of the "podium “ scheme 
2.2 "Podium" Scheme 
The "Podium" scheme is proposed as a revision of the "Bridge" 
heme. The basic configuration is a large podium above the Castle Peak 
)ad (at 10.0m) which acts as a hub to organize and connect the isolated 
eces in the site, such as the LRT terminus, the new KCR station, and 
e existing residential area. The new KCR station's location is moved 
•rthward and immediately above the Castle Peak Road, and it is pushed 
wards the west so that the distance between the two stations become 
orter and more direct. It will also involves no level change. Therefore 
ople coming from the KCR station will be already on the podium, and 
sy could walk directly to the LRT terminus or other surrounding 
dlities connected by the podium. It is also totally isolated from the 
hicular traffic below. 
Connecting to this podium, the new Civic Centre will be located at 
3 site area between the Castle Peak Road and the village settlements, 
le area immediately between the Civic Centre and the village will be 
signed as a green recreational area, which is reserved for the future 
pansion of the village. The intention is to provide a public pathway 
fough the Civic Centre so that people could have an alternative route 
)m the large podium, through the Civic Centre and the green park, to 
3 LRT terminus on ground level. This will encourage causal visits to the 
vie Centre. 
The experience on the podium will be defined by a series of 
idential towers with retails at their bases. These residential towers, with 
mmercial facilities at their lower level, will border the southern edge of 
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the podium. The middle zone of the podium will consist of a scries of 
communal facilities (garden, shops, day care centrc, elderly centre, 
library, government offices, etc.) which are connected by covercd 
walkways. This zone will also be the circulation zone for the commuting 
pedestrian between the two stations as well as the focus of the podium. 
3.3 Building Design 
3.3.1 Design Criteria 
During the programming stage (1st semester), I have already 
defined the design issues and goals for the proposed Civic Centre. As the 
urban design proposal evolved, some of the original intentions may not be 
suitable and therefore the design criteria had to be revised. 
Image 
-The Civic Centre should provoke a sense of place in the site area which 
is current missing in the existing state. 
-The Civic Centre should reflect the rural characters and the uniqueness 
of the surrounding communities. Care should be taken to the integration 
of the new development to the ambient village settlements. 
-The new Civic Centre should be visually attractive to the public and as 
open as possible to invite more visitors. 
Interaction and Communication 
-The various program components of the Civic Centre should be 
articulated expressively so that people could recognized their functions 
from exterior. 
-The Civic Centre should be designed to maximize the potential 
interconnection with the exterior natural landscape and ambient rural 
environment. 
Access 
-The new Civic Centre should be easily accessible from the podium. The 
vehicular and servicing access to the centre should be provided and 
integrated with the existing traffic pattern. 
Circulation 
-The various program spaces within the Civic Centre should be 
connected clearly without confusion. 
-Egress route from area such as auditorium should be carefully figured 
out to ensure safety and compliance to the local codes. 
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Preliminary Design and Massing Study 
According to the urban design proposal, the new Civic Centre will 
integrated into the sequence ot connection from the podium through 
:green park in front of the villages to the LRT terminus. This will 
^olve a level change of approximately 10.0m difference from the 
dium to the green park. In addition to the predefined design criteria, 
s triggered a series of questions which needed to be addressed at the 
ry beginning. What is the level of entry to the Civic Centre and the 
ditorium? Where should the auditorium locate and how should it 
lent? What will be the level of the stage and the back stage? How do 
ople step down from the podium to the green park? 
• ~ .:  :<:_:.,.:, ::,::.:•:::: :: 
_ _ 
" _ 1 _ _ I 
i i a i i M ^ ^ ^ l i H i K K 
I : _ _ 
r • fe 
'ly sketch of sectional layout """' 
/ ^ 
/ / . . \ C o 
r T = = i p T i ^ H ^ 
m mM 
^ ^ 7 / 
411 ‘‘ / 
rmediate Podium Plan (+5.0) - — _ _ …•. 
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The first scheme, which was drawn up to 1:200, indicates an 
early attempt to address the above issues. The whole sequence of stepping 
down is divided into two parts, and an intermediate podium is provided at 
+5.0m. Stairs and ramps are provided as the means of connection between 
the different levels. The main entrance to the Civic Centre and the 
auditorium is set on the intermediate podium, and this arrangement of 
entrance remains unchanged throughout the development of the design • A 
fragmentation approach is adopted in the massing design so that the 
whole complex consists of boxes of different sizes, and they are 
connected by the intermediate podium. This intermediate podium is also 
used to accommodate the supporting facilities of the Civic Centre. 
After the first scheme, a massing model was utilized to study 
various options of disposition of different program components and the 
exterior circulation pattern. This process provides a quick way to generate 
options and make changes according to the feedback. 
r r m i : “‘ 
Massing Model Options Design Report .?9 
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mm 
Massing Model 
3.3.3 Building Design Options and Image Study 
The process of massing model study revealed a fact that the form 
of the auditorium and the stage tower are very large and visually 
unappealing. In response to that, an option was proposed that the volumes 
of the auditorium and the stage tower will be pushed as low as possible 
and then concealed them under the other smaller components (e.g. cafe, 
exhibition galleries, shops, offices, and etc.). These forms were also 
arranged in such a way that they integrated with the stepping down 
sequence so that the huge building masses of the auditorium and the stage 
tower will not be so apparent from the exterior. 
At this stage, the intermediate podium becomes the organizing 
element of the whole complex. The general stepping down sequence is in 
the north-south directions. The intermediate podium is defined by the 
foyer and the auditorium on the west side, and the Cultural Activities Hall 
on its east side. Therefore people could gain access to both facilities from 
the intermediate podium. Below this podium are the supporting facilities 
which are laid out in the east-west direction. Some other functions 
(studios and classrooms) are branched out from the both ends of this axis 
to provide visual connection to the surrounding green park from these 
spaces. These branches also help to defined the open spaces on the ground 
level so that they become the outdoor extension of the Civic Centre. 
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As the general massing strategy developed to a more definite 
ige a series of axonometric drawings were used to visualize the 
•tential overall image of the Civic Centre. However, it is not very useful 
d later I find that the 1:200 model is more suitable for the purpose. 
mometric Sketches 
/ ^ ^ / n 
-i z P. <3 1 / 4Y 
y a k / I w 
: V n / r / 
i iJ \ / , Z Z -
—.f . i 
” \ " • 
• , ' 4 Evolving to Final Design 
. ^ During the later stage of the building design, more attention was 
Ipaid to the definition of the open spaces of the intermediate podium and the experience of the stairway and ramps connecting the different levels. First of all, the volume of the Cultural Activity Hall was pushed down so that its entrance will be on the ground level. This helps to free up the space on the intermediate podium. The roof of the Cultural Activities Hall will be used as an outdoor amphitheater and integrated with the cascading stairways from the podium above. Extensive amount of trees and planters are put along with the stairways to soften the hard landscape. 
Another major change is the introduction of a courtyard between 
I the lower foyer and the Cultural Activities Hall on the ground floor. This 
courtyard, which is open up to the intermediate podium, provides natural 
lighting into the ground floor as well as visual linkages so that it livens up 
1 the experience of the surrounding outdoor spaces, 
i Besides the outdoor spaces along the major route of stepping 
down a series of open spaces are defined around the exhibition gallery, 
which is located immediately above the auditorium. These spaces not 
only provide an outdoor extension of the exhibition gallery, but also 
vitalize the otherwise unoccupied roof areas and help to define certain 
™ 
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• ^ R E M A K I N G THE 
M ^ TOWN HALL C O M P L E X 
Background 
The existing Yuen Long Town Hall was built in the early 60s and it adapted the colonial 
government's standard design of a town hall. Without thorough consideration of the 
surrounding context and the unique characters of individual region, this building typology 
was used in other old towns in the New Territories such as Sheung Shui and Tai Po. 
This wasted the opportunity of the town hall to act as a physical and social 
representation of the community it serves. Moreover, due to the emerging needs of 
the community, the existing facilities fall short of expectation of the general public 
functionally and symbolically. 
Project Intent / Purpose 
Using the current situation as a point of departure, this project seeks to develop a new 
town hall complex for Yuen Long in order to rediscover and create an essential identity 
for the community. 
The preliminary qeneral desian issues of this project are (the order does not imply any 
priority yet): 
Communal Identity 
How could a social institution, through its architectural form, convey a sense of identity, 
dignity and uniqueness of the community of Yuen Long? 
Communication 
What is the relationship and the medium of dialogue between the environment of social 
institution and the community itself? 
What is the role of architecture in this relationship? 
Sense of Place 
How to provoke a sense of place and community in the built environment of civic space? 
Image 
What is the appropriate image of the town hall complex to the local community as well 
as to the society of Hong Kong 
Emerging Needs of the Community 
What is the current situation and the vision of Yuen Long? 
What are and how to cope with the emerging needs of the evolving community? 
What is the impact of the social, political and technological issues on the institutional 
structure and performance of the town hall in the future? 
Role and Approach 
What are the emerging roles of town hall in the modern society? 
If the roles of town hall have changed, will it be still appropriate to adopt the existing 
approach of social institution? 
Site Selection 
What are the actual communal focus and attractions for the time being? 
Are there any better locations for the proposed town hall? 
Scope of Consideration 
What is the "boundaries" of the proposing tow hall complex of Yuen L_ong7 
What are the possible connections to the existing civic facilities (such as the Yuen Long 
Stadium, the Yuen Long Sports Association, the public swimming pools and the Yuen 
Long Town Park)? 
Transportation and Access 
What is the accessibility of the existing area? 
How to develop a stronger connection to the existing major transportation nodes and 
access routes? 
How should the new facilities connect to other major public and private urban spaces? 
New and Old Juxtaposition 
How should the new town hall complex relate to the historical villages and buildings in 
the surrounding area? 
Theoretical Position 
This project will be based on the exploration of the meaning of social institution (town 
hall in this case), which is seen as both deterministic (private) and communal (public), in 
terms of its functions and structural organization. With a recognition of this paradoxical 
condition within the social institution, this study will seek to establish a more realistic and 
democratic approach to the making of civic space which simultaneously acts as a 
political tool and symbol, and a place of community. 
This thesis argues that effects of alienation contribute mainly to the dissatisfaction of 
the general public to the predetermined conditions of living and working environment. 
Communication is thus seen as the only way to restore the existential meaning of 
human being. 
Project Scope 
Although the physical boundary of the project will be within the Yuen Long district, the 
scope of contextual considerations will extend beyond its physical boundary. Certain 
attention will be paid to the town hall complex in other rural towns in New Territories 
(such as Tai Po, Sheung Shui, Tuen Mun, Tsuen Wan and Shatin) and the comparative 
studies will help to define the issues and goals of the project. Emphasis will be put on 
the holistic perspective that Yuen Long is only part of the larger context and its most 
important building - the town hall - should always respond to the changing and evolving 
aspects of the larger society of Hong Kong. 
Besides the local context, the project will also bear on the established ideas and 
meanings of civic center in the Western countries. This could be done by literary 
research of architectural precedents concerning the design of city hall and town center. 
Ideas of several influential architects (such as Le Corbusier and Alvar Aalto) will be 
referenced in relation to the contemporary situation. 
The preliminary location of the site will be the existing Yuen Long Town Hall and 
surrounding civic facilities (see Site Map). The final decision on the site location as well 
as the program will be seen as part of the design process (see Schedule), and will be 
established after thorough analysis of different design issues and the physical conditions 
of Yuen Long. The program will be based on the standard criteria of the government as 
well as the actual requirements of the community. 
Due to the unknown nature of the project, the actual design process may be started with 
an initial master planning study option to test out various possibilities of redeveloping 
the existing town hall and the surrounding civic components in a large-scsile manner. 
This will be followed by the architectural design of various civic components in 
schematic level. Particular attention will be given to the resultant urban space generated 
by the new development and its contextual relationships to the Yuen Long District as a 
whole. 
Methodology 
Firstly, a critical review of the existing town hall will be carried out. Emphasis will be 
placed on the seeking of relationship between the sense of place and identity, and the 
conduciveness of communication in that environment. Then, architectural precedents 
which have a strong sense of place will be sought and studied in great depth. The goal 
is to figure out the design principles and elements which contribute to provoking the 
existential meaning in the built environment. Finally, these design principles and 
elements will be applied and integrated into the design proposal of the town hall. 
Outline of Tasks 
1. Understanding Yuen Long - the social, political and economical history, the population 
and its demographic characteristics, the urban fabrics and infrastructure, the natural 
resources and topography, the cultural aspects, and the provisions of social services. 
2. Problem identification of the existing town hall and other civic facilities 
3. Site appraisal and verification - including site model making 
4. Architectural precedents studies - Part one: large-scale planning issues 
-Part Two; Architectural ideas and issues 
(see Schedule) 
5. Preliminary programming - in line with documentation of the process into a report 
format 
6. Master plan design options and evaluation 
7. Final architectural programming 
8. Documentation - production and submission of the report (A4) 
9. Gonceptual design and options 
10. Architectural design options and evaluation 
11. Design development and refinement 
12. Finalizing design proposal 
13. Preparing graphical presentations and model making 
14. Final presentation and review 
Resources of Information 
1 • 
I The survey information (survey plans and aerial photograph) of the specific site can be 
j 
I obtain from the Lands Department. Detailed observation and documentation of the site 
I 
can also be made by several visits to the site. 
Published information and texts are available from the Architectural Libraries in both 
: local universities as well as regional public libraries and government publication offices. 
Other information will be obtained by conducting interviews with relevant government 
I .. 
officials and interest groups, as well as local residents. 
i 
Schedule 
(see attached sheet) 
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